Venous thromboembolism (VTE) affects about one per thousand adults each year ([@bib7]). Risk increases markedly with age and is higher for men than for women ([@bib7]). In the worst-case scenario, VTE results in death; and even in the best-case scenario, VTE can cause considerable morbidity and increase the risk of death several decades after diagnosis ([@bib13]; [@bib7]; [@bib23]). The pro-thrombotic state associated with malignancy leaves cancer survivors at much higher VTE risk than similar cancer-free individuals ([@bib11]; [@bib4]; [@bib21]). The degree of elevated VTE risk depends on anatomical site, stage, and grade of malignancy ([@bib1]; [@bib6]; [@bib15]; [@bib18]; [@bib26]; [@bib17]; [@bib16]). Prevalent comorbidities among cancer survivors further increase VTE risk---either directly or as a consequence of hospitalisation, surgery, and/or immobility ([@bib1]; [@bib15]; [@bib18]; [@bib26]; [@bib14]; [@bib17]; [@bib16]). For example, in a cohort of hospitalised cancer patients, pulmonary disease and active infection increased the odds of VTE by 37% and 77%, respectively ([@bib15]). Improving primary prevention of VTE in CRC survivors requires identification of high-risk individuals, for whom the potential benefits of anticoagulation therapy outweigh the potential risks ([@bib3]; [@bib17]). Although earlier studies have examined VTE risk as a function of comorbidity among cancer patients, none has evaluated the impact of interaction between a diagnosis of colorectal cancer (CRC) and prevalent comorbidity on VTE occurrence. Such interaction would have strong implications for clinical assessment and VTE primary prevention among CRC patients, among whom comorbidity is quite common.

We conducted a Danish nationwide cohort study to assess the effect of additive interaction between CRC and comorbidity on VTE incidence. Specifically, we evaluated whether the VTE rate among CRC patients with prevalent comorbidity differed from the sum of the VTE rate in CRC patients without comorbidity and the VTE rate in adults without CRC but with prevalent comorbidity.

Materials and Methods
=====================

This study was approved by the Danish Data Protection Agency (journal number 2011-41-5809).

Source population and data collection
-------------------------------------

We conducted a nationwide, population-based, matched cohort study using Danish medical and civil registries to assess the impact of biological interaction between CRC and comorbidity on VTE occurrence. The Danish National Health Service provides tax-supported healthcare to the country\'s entire population (∼5.6 million people). Within this healthcare system, specialised registries track diagnoses, procedures, prescriptions, and vital status throughout the population. Individual-level data from these registries can be linked unambiguously using the unique civil personal registration (CPR) number assigned to all Danish residents ([@bib9]).

We used the Danish Cancer Registry (DCR), which has recorded cancer diagnoses since 1943, to enumerate a cohort of all the CRC cases diagnosed between 1995 and 2010 ([@bib24]). We linked this cohort to the Danish National Patient Registry (DNPR; [@bib2]) -- which has recorded diagnoses made during non-psychiatric hospital admissions since 1977 and during hospital outpatient and emergency visits since 1995 -- to exclude CRC cases with a prior or coincident VTE diagnosis (*n*=1798). We used the DCR to ascertain each subject\'s date of diagnosis, cancer stage, and anatomical site of disease.

We linked the DCR to the DNPR and the Danish Civil Registration System (DCRS; [@bib20]; [@bib22]), which tracks vital status and residence, to match up to five reference subjects to each CRC patient. The index date for CRC patients was their date of cancer diagnosis. Reference subjects were sampled at random from the set of individuals who had no history of CRC or VTE on the CRC patient\'s index date, and who matched the CRC patient on age (±5 years), sex, and single comorbidities ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). Reference subjects were assigned the same index date as their matched CRC patient. CRC patients with no eligible matched reference subject were excluded.

Person-time at risk was counted from the index date until the first of the following events: inpatient VTE diagnosis, emigration from Denmark, death, five years of follow-up, or the end of the study period (31 December 2011). Subjects in the reference cohort who were diagnosed with CRC during follow-up became part of the CRC cohort, provided they had not been diagnosed with VTE.

Definition of analytic variables
--------------------------------

International Classification of Disease (ICD) codes were used to identify cases of CRC, VTE, and specific comorbidities (codes are available from the corresponding author). The CRC cases were further characterised by anatomical site of disease (colon or rectum). Stage at diagnosis was defined as metastatic or non-metastatic. Age on the index date was categorised for use in stratified analyses (⩽49, 50--59, 60--69, 70--79, and ⩾80 years), but was modelled as a continuous variable in regression-based analyses. Venous thromboembolism was a composite end point comprising incident pulmonary embolism (PE) or deep vein thrombosis (DVT). Colorectal resection was identified using the following surgical codes in the DNPR: 44820-45081, 45840-45900, KJFB 20--97, KJFH, and KJGB.

Individual comorbidities were defined as positive for study subjects if any corresponding ICD code was recorded in the DNPR between 1977 and a subject\'s index date. We also summarised comorbidity burden using a modified version of the Charlson Comorbidity Index (CCI; [@bib5]). The original CCI algorithm is based on 19 diagnostic classes comprising cardiovascular, metabolic, hepatic, and renal diseases, as well as malignancies, dementia, stomach ulcers, and AIDS. Our modified CCI included two new diagnoses -- atrial fibrillation and obesity -- and excluded colorectal cancer from the set of malignancies. Each prevalent comorbidity was assigned a severity weight according to the CCI algorithm (we assigned weights of 1 to both atrial fibrillation and obesity). The sum of an individual\'s severity weights was then translated into ordinal CCI categories representing no comorbidity (sum of weights equal to 0), mild comorbidity (sum of weights equal to 1), moderate comorbidity (sum of weights equal to 2 or 3), and severe comorbidity (sum of weights greater than 3).

Statistical analysis
--------------------

We tabulated the frequency and proportion of CRC cases and reference subjects according to age group, sex, index date range, and comorbidity ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). We calculated 5-year standardised VTE incidence rates (SIRs) overall and within CCI strata. Rates were standardised to the age and sex distribution of the CRC cohort.

We fit Cox proportional hazards models adjusted for age, sex, and calendar year of CRC diagnosis to estimate associations between CRC diagnosis and VTE incidence, both overall (adjusting for CCI) and within CCI strata. In these models, subjects were censored if they died, emigrated from Denmark, contributed 5 years of follow-up, or reached the end of the study period without a VTE event. We report associations as hazard ratios (HRs) with corresponding Wald 95% confidence intervals (95% CIs). We verified the proportionality of hazard functions by visually evaluating plots of log-negative log survival as a function of log follow-up time.

We also calculated interaction contrasts (ICs) to assess the biological interaction between a CRC diagnosis and prevalent comorbidity on VTE risk ([@bib12]). The IC disaggregates the VTE incidence rate into three components: (1) the rate increase due to CRC only, (2) the rate increase due to comorbidity only, and (3) the background VTE rate among subjects with neither CRC nor comorbidity. If the rate among the doubly exposed (subjects with both CRC and comorbidity) is equal to the sum of the three components (IC=0), there is no biological interaction between CRC and comorbidity. However, if the rate among doubly exposed patients is greater than the sum of the three components (IC\>0), CRC and comorbidity act synergistically to increase the rate of VTE beyond the sum of their individual effects. Finally, if the rate among the doubly unexposed is less than the sum of the three components (IC\<0), CRC and comorbidity counteract one another, reducing the rate of VTE compared with the sum of their individual effects.

We calculated ICs based on CCI-stratified SIRs, overall and within strata of VTE type (PE, DVT, and other types), stage at diagnosis (metastatic or non-metastatic), and anatomical site of cancer (colon or rectum). As the CCI score is a four-level variable, separate ICs were calculated for mild, moderate, and severe comorbidity, each using 'no comorbidity\' as the reference. Variances for the IC estimates equaled the summed variances of the component SIRs ([@bib12]). As an example, consider the IC of −0.2 reported for CRC and mild comorbidity ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}). This value is calculated by taking the VTE SIR in the doubly exposed (CRC+mild comorbidity; SIR=9.8 cases per 1000 person-years (PY)) and subtracting from it (1) the rate increase owing to CRC (the CRC/reference rate difference in the 'no comorbidity\' stratum: difference =9.0−2.3=6.7 cases per 1000 PY), (2) the rate increase owing to comorbidity (the mild comorbidity/no comorbidity rate difference among reference subjects: difference =3.3−2.3=1.0 case per 1000 PY), and (3) the baseline VTE rate in reference subjects with no comorbidity (2.3 cases per 1000 PY).

To address the heightened risk of VTE after surgery, we evaluated interactions between CRC and comorbidity using the subset of CRC patients who underwent colorectal resection within 90 days of their diagnosis date and their matched reference subjects. For this analysis, we divided follow-up into two risk periods: ⩽90 days after resection and \>90 days after resection (up to a maximum of 5 years). We restricted the analysis to patients undergoing CRC resection because there is evidence that VTE risk is modified by type of abdominal surgery ([@bib19]). We conducted a sensitivity analysis in which VTE cases were defined as those diagnosed in both the hospital inpatient and outpatient settings. Finally, since thromboprophylaxis protocols have varied over time, we repeated the analyses within the strata of calendar period (1995--2002 and 2003--2010).

The analyses were carried out using SAS software, version 9.2 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC, USA).

Results
=======

We identified 56 963 CRC patients diagnosed during 1995--2010. Of these, 774 (1.4%) were excluded owing to lack of suitable matched reference subjects. The final cohort included 56  189 CRC patients, to whom 271 670 reference subjects were matched. Each CRC patient had at least one matched reference subject (range=1 to 5, mode=5).

[Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} shows the distribution of the CRC and reference cohorts according to key analytic variables. The CRC and reference cohorts had similar or identical distributions of sex, age, index year, and prevalent comorbidities -- all as expected owing to the matching (subtle differences in proportions arise from the unequal matching ratio).

Colorectal cancer, comorbidity, and 5-year incidence of venous thromboembolism
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Associations between CRC, comorbidity, and 5-year VTE incidence are shown in [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}. The CRC patients contributed 145 211 PY of observation (median=2.3 years), during which 1372 cases of VTE were diagnosed (SIR=9.5 cases per 1000 PY). Reference subjects contributed 1 068 860 PY of observation (median=5.0 years), during which 2867 cases of VTE were diagnosed (SIR=2.8 cases per 1000 PY). Without stratification on comorbidity, CRC was associated with a 3.5-fold increased rate of incident VTE (adjusted HR=3.5, 95% CI: 3.3, 3.7), compared with the reference cohort. VTE incidence rates among CRC patients increased only slightly across strata of comorbidity, ranging from 9.0 events per 1000 PY in the 'no comorbidity\' stratum to 13.0 events per 1000 PY in the 'severe comorbidity\' stratum.

Comorbidity was positively and independently associated with VTE. Within the reference cohort, the standardised VTE incidence rate increased monotonically with comorbidity level (e.g., in the 'no comorbidity\' stratum, SIR=2.3 cases per 1000 PY and in the 'severe comorbidity\' stratum, SIR=5.5 cases per 1000 PY). As a consequence of these patterns, HRs associating CRC diagnosis with VTE became weaker in the strata of increasing comorbidity burden.

We saw no evidence of biological interaction between CRC and comorbidity level with respect to VTE incidence (for mild comorbidity, IC=−0.2, 95% CI: −1.7, 1.2; for moderate comorbidity, IC=0.5, 95% CI: −1.2, 2.2; and for severe comorbidity, IC=0.8, 95% CI: −3.3, 4.8). These ICs are consistent with neither a deficit nor a surplus of VTE cases among individuals exposed to both CRC and at least some comorbidity.

[Supplementary Table 1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Supplementary Figure 1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} show interaction contrast estimates for specific prevalent comorbidities. As these estimates do not exclude subjects with comorbidities other than those of specific interest (owing to sample size limitations), these results should be interpreted with caution.

Post-resection risk period analysis
-----------------------------------

[Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"} shows associations during earlier and later follow-up periods after CRC resection. This analysis was restricted to CRC patients who underwent colorectal resection within 90 days of their diagnosis (*n*=25 261) and their matched reference subjects (*n*=124 340).

In the first 90 days of post-resection follow-up, the standardised VTE rate among CRC patients with no comorbidity was 26.0 events per 1000 PY. The rate was similar among CRC patients with severe comorbidity (24.8 cases per 1000 PY). Among reference subjects, the standardised VTE rate in the 'no comorbidity\' stratum was 1.8 events per 1000 PY and rates increased with comorbidity level (e.g., in the 'severe comorbidity\' stratum, SIR=3.8 VTE cases per 1000 PY).

In the later follow-up period (91 days to 5 years post resection), the comorbidity stratum-specific VTE rates among reference subjects were similar to the corresponding rates in the early follow-up period. However, VTE rates were considerably lower for CRC patients during the later period, ranging from 5.7 cases per 1000 PY in the 'no comorbidity\' stratum to 10.1 cases per 1000 PY in the 'severe comorbidity\' stratum ([Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}).

There was no suggestion of biological interaction between CRC and comorbidity in either the earlier or the later follow-up periods.

Modification by type of venous thromboembolism, stage at diagnosis, cancer site, and time since surgery
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Of the 4239 VTE events diagnosed during follow-up, 2064 (49%) were cases of PE and 2175 (51%) were cases of DVT. [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} shows ICs between CRC and comorbidity according to these different event types. For PE, there was a positive trend in the IC across increasing levels of comorbidity, indicating that CRC and comorbidity act synergistically to generate more cases of PE than would be expected from the two exposures acting independently. For DVT, there was a negative trend in IC across increasing levels of comorbidity, indicating that CRC and comorbidity counteract one another, resulting in fewer cases of DVT than would be expected from the two exposures acting independently.

Among the 49 466 members of the CRC cohort with known cancer stage, 36 963 (75%) were diagnosed with non-metastatic disease and 12 503 (25%) were diagnosed with metastatic disease. [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} depicts ICs between comorbidity and either non-metastatic or metastatic CRC with respect to overall VTE incidence. There was no evidence of interaction between comorbidity and either CRC stage.

Of the 56 189 subjects comprising the CRC cohort, 37 275 (66%) had been diagnosed with colon cancer and 18 826 (34%) had been diagnosed with rectal cancer. The remaining 88 (0.2%) had been diagnosed with coincident colon and rectal cancer and were excluded from the site-specific analyses summarised in [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}. Colon cancer did not appear to interact with comorbidity with respect to VTE incidence. Rectal cancer appeared to interact with moderate comorbidity to increase the rate of VTE beyond the rate expected from both exposures acting independently. However, this interaction was measured with high variance and was not evident at any other level of comorbidity, and likely represents a spurious phenomenon. Inclusion of VTE cases diagnosed in the outpatient setting resulted in 119 and 312 more cases in the CRC and reference cohorts, respectively. Incidence rates and ICs from this sensitivity analysis, and from analyses within the strata of calendar period, did not differ substantially from those in the main analysis (data not shown).

Discussion
==========

We observed positive, independent associations between CRC, prevalent comorbidity level, and incidence of VTE within 5 years of CRC diagnosis. The VTE rate observed among CRC patients was on par with rates observed in a US study population (approximately 12 events per 1000 PY at risk; [@bib1]; [@bib6]). To our knowledge, ours is the first study to include comorbidity burden and VTE incidence in a general (non-clinical) population. We noted a monotonic increase in age- and sex-adjusted VTE incidence rates, from 2.3 events per 1000 PY among individuals without comorbidity to 5.5 events per 1000 PY among individuals with severe comorbidity. The rate we observed among the general population without comorbidity is somewhat higher than the annual rate of 1 event per 1000 adults cited in the literature ([@bib25]). This is likely a function of the older age distribution in our reference cohort -- a consequence of matching reference subjects to CRC patients on their age at diagnosis.

We saw no evidence for biological interaction between CRC and comorbidity with respect to VTE incidence overall. However, we saw some evidence for positive interaction between CRC and comorbidity with respect to incidence of PE, and for negative interaction between CRC and comorbidity with respect to incidence of DVT. It should be noted that these results are based on subgroups of our main analysis, and the interaction contrasts were measured with relatively high variance; these patterns should therefore be interpreted conservatively.

Among our study\'s strengths are its large size and accrual of subjects from an unselected source population, which together minimised random error and the likelihood of selection bias. In addition, exposure and outcome data were ascertained from the independently maintained, nationwide, population-based medical and civil registries of Denmark. Reporting cases of malignancy to the DCR has been mandatory since 1987; validity of recorded cases is high and no false positives are expected ([@bib10]).

Among our study\'s limitations are potential misclassification of comorbidity. Comorbidities were ascertained from the DNPR, which captured diagnoses made in non-psychiatric hospitals since 1977 and diagnoses made at hospital outpatient clinics and emergency departments since 1995. Therefore, patients and reference subjects whose index dates were early in our study period may have had mild comorbidities that were diagnosed at outpatient or emergency clinic visits before 1995 and thus were not captured by the DNPR. This may have attenuated contrasts made between the 'no comorbidity\' category and higher categories of comorbidity. However, it is unlikely that the potentially missed diagnoses were for conditions severe enough to modify VTE risk.

We lacked data on anticoagulation therapy prescribed to members of the CRC and reference cohorts. Such data would have been useful in validating VTE diagnosis in our cohort. However, our focus on DVT and PE likely resulted in a highly specific outcome definition, limiting the number of false-positive cases. Furthermore, VTE diagnoses in the DNPR were validated against medical records in a sample of 232 prostate cancer patients, showing excellent classification parameters (sensitivity =98.0%, 95% CI: 93.8, 99.6; specificity =87.8%, 95% CI: 81.4, 92.6) ([@bib8]). It is therefore unlikely that outcome misclassification influenced our associations. Another limitation is that we had no data on inherited and acquired coagulopathies (e.g., factor V Leiden mutation), which modify VTE risk ([@bib17]). Although such conditions are likely too rare to have influenced our results, they remain a potential source of residual confounding.

Finally, we lacked data on specific chemotherapy agents used to treat CRC patients. There is evidence that both standard chemotherapy and less common adjuvant therapies (e.g., anti-angiogenic drugs) modify VTE risk ([@bib14]). However, it is likely that the choice and duration of these therapies mediate any interaction between comorbidity and CRC status with respect to VTE incidence. Thus adjustment for chemotherapy would be inappropriate. At the same time, part of the chemotherapy/VTE association may be owing to diagnostic bias, as repeated CT imaging may increase the sensitivity of VTE classification in patients undergoing chemotherapy.

In conclusion, CRC and comorbidity independently increase the rate of VTE. It is unlikely that these two exposures synergise or antagonise one another in dually exposed individuals. In other words, our results indicate that the clinical evaluation of VTE risk among patients with both CRC and comorbidity can be informed by the additive effects of the baseline rate in the population (those without CRC and without comorbidity), by the rate increase associated with prevalent CRC, and by the rate increase associated with comorbidity level.
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###### Characteristics of colorectal cancer cases and the matched reference cohort, Denmark, 1995--2010

  **Characteristics**                     **Colorectal cancer cases** ***N*****=56 189,** ***n*** **(%)**   **Matched cohort** ***N*****=271 670,** ***n*** **(%)**
  -------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------
  **Sex**                                                                                                  
  Female                                                            27 350 (49)                                                  132 537 (49)
  Male                                                              28 839 (51)                                                  139 133 (51)
  **Age on index date (years)**                                                                            
  ⩽49                                                               2805 (5.0)                                                   14 316 (5.3)
  50--59                                                             7426 (13)                                                    37 151 (14)
  60--69                                                            14 407 (26)                                                   70 613 (26)
  70--79                                                            18 276 (33)                                                   87 444 (32)
  ⩾80                                                               13 275 (24)                                                   62 146 (23)
  **Stage of cancer**                                                                                      
  Non-metastatic                                                    36 963 (75)                                                         
  Metastatic                                                        12 503 (25)                                                       NA
  (missing)                                                            6723                                                             
  **Cancer site**                                                                                          
  Colon cancer                                                      37 275 (66)                                                         
  Rectal cancer                                                     18 826 (34)                                                       NA
  Colon and rectal cancer (coincident)                               88 (0.2)                                                           
  **Index date**                                                                                           
  1995--1999                                                        16 061 (29)                                                   78 136 (29)
  2000--2004                                                        17 152 (31)                                                   83 088 (31)
  2005--2010                                                        22 976 (41)                                                  110 446 (41)
  **Prevalent comorbidities**                                                                              
  Atrial fibrillation                                                985 (1.8)                                                    4213 (1.6)
  Congestive heart failure                                          2474 (4.4)                                                   10 652 (3.9)
  Myocardial infarction                                             3050 (5.4)                                                   13 825 (5.1)
  Peripheral vascular disease                                       2111 (3.8)                                                    9299 (3.4)
  Cerebrovascular disease                                           4745 (8.4)                                                   21 852 (8.0)
  Chronic pulmonary disease                                         3755 (6.7)                                                   17 061 (6.3)
  Connective tissue disease                                         1408 (2.5)                                                    6293 (2.3)
  Ulcer disease                                                     2798 (5.0)                                                   12 711 (4.7)
  Mild liver disease                                                 378 (0.7)                                                    1670 (0.6)
  Moderate/severe liver disease                                      79 (0.1)                                                      311 (0.1)
  Diabetes without complications                                    2691 (4.8)                                                   11 945 (4.4)
  Diabetes with end-organ damage                                    1164 (2.1)                                                    4901 (1.8)
  Moderate/severe renal disease                                      636 (1.1)                                                    2557 (0.9)
  Other solid tumour, invasive                                      4805 (8.6)                                                   22 517 (8.3)
  Other solid tumour, metastatic                                     434 (0.8)                                                    1944 (0.7)
  Leukaemia                                                          116 (0.2)                                                     494 (0.2)
  Lymphoma                                                           236 (0.4)                                                    1010 (0.4)
  AIDS                                                               7 (0.01)                                                      25 (0.01)
  Dementia                                                           518 (0.9)                                                    2297 (0.8)
  Hemiplegia                                                         65 (0.1)                                                      252 (0.1)
  Obesity, clinically diagnosed                                     1007 (1.8)                                                    4320 (1.6)
  **Charlson Comorbidity Index**                                                                           
  No comorbidity                                                    34 918 (62)                                                  172 041 (63)
  Mild comorbidity                                                   9747 (17)                                                    47 139 (17)
  Moderate comorbidity                                               9454 (17)                                                    44 788 (16)
  Severe comorbidity                                                2070 (3.7)                                                    7702 (2.8)

Abbreviation: NA=not available.

###### Five-year rates of incident venous thromboembolism by colorectal cancer status, overall and according to comorbidity level, Denmark, 1995--2010

  **Charlson Comorbidity Index**   **Cohort**    **Subjects**   **VTE cases**   **Person-years**   **SIR (VTE cases/10**^**3**^ **person-years)**[a](#t2-fn2){ref-type="fn"}   **Standardised incidence rate difference (95% CI)**   **Adjusted**[b](#t2-fn3){ref-type="fn"} **hazard ratio (95% CI)**   **Interaction contrast**[c](#t2-fn4){ref-type="fn"} **(95% CI)**
  -------------------------------- ------------ -------------- --------------- ------------------ --------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------
  All levels                       Reference       271 670          2867           1 068 860                                          2.8                                                            1\. ref                                                      1\. ref                                                               NA
                                   CRC              56 189          1372            145 211                                           9.5                                                        6.7 (6.2, 7.2)                                  3.5[d](#t2-fn5){ref-type="fn"} (3.3, 3.7)                                               
  No comorbidity                   Reference       172 041          1473            717 525                                           2.3                                                            1\. ref                                                      1\. ref                                                            1\. ref
                                   CRC              34 918           865             97 840                                           9.0                                                        6.7 (6.0, 7.4)                                               4.3 (3.9, 4.6)                                                             
  Mild comorbidity                 Reference        47 139           603            176 165                                           3.3                                                            1\. ref                                                      1\. ref                                                                
                                   CRC               9747            231             23 386                                           9.8                                                        6.5 (5.2, 7.8)                                               2.8 (2.4, 3.3)                                                     −0.2 (−1.7, 1.2)
  Moderate comorbidity             Reference        44 788           656            152 887                                           4.0                                                            1\. ref                                                      1\. ref                                                                
                                   CRC               9454            230             20 556                                          11.2                                                        7.2 (5.6, 8.7)                                               2.6 (2.2, 3.0)                                                     0.5 (−1.2, 2.2)
  Severe comorbidity               Reference         7702            135             22 282                                           5.5                                                            1\. ref                                                      1\. ref                                                                
                                   CRC               2070            46               3429                                           13.0                                                        7.5 (3.4, 11.5)                                              2.2 (1.6, 3.1)                                                     0.8 (−3.3, 4.8)

Abbreviations: CI=confidence interval; CRC=colorectal cancer; NA=not available; SIR=standardised incidence rate; VTE=venous thromboembolism.

Age- and sex-standardised incidence rates (expressed per 1000 person-years), using the age and sex distribution of the CRC cohort as the standard.

Adjusted for age on index date (continuous), sex and calendar year of CRC diagnosis.

Calculated from age- and sex-standardised VTE rates according to the equations provided in the Statistical Methods section.

Additionally adjusted for comorbidity level (categorical, design variables).

###### Associations between colorectal cancer diagnosis and venous thromboembolism stratified by Charlson Comorbidity Index levels, according to earlier (⩽90 days) and later (between 91 days and 5 years) risk periods following colorectal resection, Denmark, 1995--2010

  **Comorbidity stratum**             **Cohort**    **Subjects**   **VTE cases**   **Person-years**   **SIR (VTE cases/10**^**3**^ **person-years)**[a](#t3-fn2){ref-type="fn"}   **Standardised incidence rate difference (95% CI)**   **Adjusted**[b](#t3-fn3){ref-type="fn"} **hazard ratio (95% CI)**   **Interaction contrast (95% CI)**
  ----------------------------------- ------------ -------------- --------------- ------------------ --------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------- -----------------------------------
  **⩽90 days after CRC resection**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         
  No comorbidity                      Reference       124 340           48              30 556                                           1.8                                                            1\. ref                                                      1\. ref                                             1\. ref
                                      CRC              25 261           148              5857                                           26.0                                                       24.2 (19.9, 28.5)                                               16 (12, 22)                                               
  Mild comorbidity                    Reference        32 737           20               8016                                            2.2                                                            1\. ref                                                      1\. ref                                                 
                                      CRC               6787            41               1494                                           27.4                                                       25.2 (16.5, 33.9)                                              11 (6.4, 19)                                       1.0 (−8.7, 11)
  Moderate comorbidity                Reference        30 014           29               7304                                            3.5                                                            1\. ref                                                      1\. ref                                                 
                                      CRC               6357            36               1374                                           23.9                                                       20.4 (12.3, 28.4)                                              6.7 (4.1, 11)                                      −3.8 (−13, 5.3)
  Severe comorbidity                  Reference         4662             5               1121                                            3.8                                                            1\. ref                                                      1\. ref                                                 
                                      CRC               1265             8               263                                            24.8                                                       21.0 (2.3, 39.7)                                               7.0 (2.3, 21)                                      −3.2 (−22, 16)
  **\>90 days after CRC resection**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
  No comorbidity                      Reference       123 644           966            490 256                                           2.2                                                            1\. ref                                                      1\. ref                                             1\. ref
                                      CRC              23 108           416             73 727                                           5.7                                                        3.5 (2.9, 4.1)                                               2.9 (2.6, 3.2)                                              
  Mild comorbidity                    Reference        32 325           389            115 772                                           3.2                                                            1\. ref                                                      1\. ref                                                 
                                      CRC               5805            107             17 137                                           6.1                                                        2.9 (1.6, 4.1)                                               1.9 (1.5, 2.3)                                     −0.6 (−2.0, 0.7)
  Moderate comorbidity                Reference        29 278           405             96 501                                           4.0                                                            1\. ref                                                      1\. ref                                                 
                                      CRC               5317            104             14 915                                           7.1                                                        3.1 (1.5, 4.6)                                               1.7 (1.3, 2.1)                                     −0.4 (−2.1, 1.3)
  Severe comorbidity                  Reference         4436            91              12 465                                           6.7                                                            1\. ref                                                      1\. ref                                                 
                                      CRC               996             23               2350                                           10.1                                                        3.4 (−1.2, 8.0)                                              1.4 (0.85, 2.1)                                    −0.1 (−4.7, 4.5)

Abbreviations: CI=confidence interval; CRC=colorectal cancer; SIR=standardised incidence rate; VTE=venous thromboembolism.

Age- and sex-standardised incidence rates, using the age and sex distribution of the CRC cohort as the standard.

Adjusted for age on index date (continuous), sex and calendar year of CRC diagnosis.
